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TO: MWERA Membership

FROM: Carmen Giebelhaus, President

SUBJECT: MWERA Annual Conference

DATE: January, 2002

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I want to extend an invitation to all members
and others to attend the annual conference of Mid-West Educational Research
Association, October 16-19 in Columbus, Ohio.  We are very excited about the
location this year and have high hopes for the success of the conference.  We
hope that all of you will work with the organization to make the 2002 conference
a success.
As in the past, the MWERA web site (http://etra.cedu.niu.edu/MWERA) is the
best and easiest way to submit proposals.  Please take advantage of this opportu-
nity.  If, however, you would rather submit via paper, that process is outlined in
the Call for Proposals.  Either way, we hope to have a record number of submis-
sions this year!  Submission deadline is May 1, 2002 and will not be extended
this year.  Be sure that you encourage your students (both undergraduate and
graduate) and colleagues to submit a proposal for consideration.

As part of our continued desire to support the professional development of
beginning faculty members and graduate students and to promote new member-
ship in the organization, this year the Board of Directors has decided to offer an
added incentive.  MWERA will provide one free room night at the Great Southern
Hotel during the conference to each member who brings to the 2002 conference
five new member/registrants.  These new members must preregister and
indicate on the registration/membership form the name and institution of the
sponsoring member.  The “free” room night will not be transferable.  In addition,
I am please to say that the Great Southern Hotel and the Columbus Visitors
Bureau have provided MWERA with several “gifts” that we plan to use as “door
prizes” each day of the conference.

We hope to see you at the conference.  Please feel free to contact me or other
members of the Board of Directors if you have questions.

Mid-Western Educational Research Association
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Introduction

Dr. Mary Diaz, in her address at the 2000 MWERA
Conference, described the fundamental intent of standards-
based reform as,

…transformation of public education from fac-
tory-model schooling into communities of learners
where all students experience a rich and challeng-
ing curriculum that holds the possibility of prepar-
ing them for the demands and opportunities of life
and work in the 21st century.  The intent is not only
to hold all students to high standards of perfor-
mance, but also to provide teachers … with the
tools, processes, opportunities, and supports that
will enable them to help students across the socio-
economic spectrum reach for and achieve high lev-
els of performance according to their “multiple
intelligences” (Thompson, 1999, p. 46 cited in Diaz,
2001).

Dr. Diaz’ words resonated deeply with me because, for
the last 6 years, I have been the Director of the Research
and Evaluation Center for a project that focuses on provid-
ing teachers with the “tools, processes, opportunities, and
support…” that Dr. Diaz referred to in her presentation. The
data that are collected, analyzed, and reported from the
project guide the ongoing workings of the project at many
levels, from classroom teachers to boards of education. There
is more to the change process than desire, beliefs or even
dedication; we have to know whether or not we are making
a real difference.  That is, administrators, teachers, univer-
sity trainers, each must analyze and use the data in order for
change to move in the desired direction!  Assessments with
strong validity and reliability when analyzed and used will
direct and guide the change process.

The change process must include creating and foster-
ing purposeful learning communities.  Senge et al. (2000)
and Fullan (2001) emphasize the importance of learning
communities in bringing about positive educational change
and the solving of complex problems.  Creating and foster-
ing purposeful learning communities involves capacity build-
ing.  Darling-Hammond, 1993, explains capacity building
by first describing a new mission for education—

one that requires schools not merely to ‘deliver in-
structional service’ but to ensure that all students
learn at high levels.  In turn the teacher’s job is no
longer to ‘cover the curriculum’ but to enable di-

verse learners to construct their own knowledge and
to develop their talents in effective and powerful
ways.”

She continues by stating that this new model for school re-
form is

one in which policy makers shift their efforts from
designing controls intended to direct the system to
developing the capacity of schools and teachers to
be responsible for student learning and responsive
to student and community needs, interests, and con-
cerns.  Capacity-building requires different policy
tools and different approaches to producing, shar-
ing, and using knowledge than those traditionally
used throughout this country” [Italics in original.]
(p. 754).

This new model for school reform requires a change
process wherein schools use their data to build capacity.
Thus, we need to create and foster learning communities to
help schools build capacity.

Context for Examples

If we are to conduct evaluation that reveals the essen-
tial processes of positive change, we must look at data emerg-
ing from comprehensive approaches to solving problems.
These settings offer insights.  One example is the Literacy
Collaborative.1  Literacy Collaborative is a classroom-based,
comprehensive school reform project designed to increase
literacy achievement for all students through collaboration
between the teachers/administrators in a school and a train-
ing institution. The training institution is most often a uni-
versity but can also be a school district or consortium of
districts.  The Literacy Collaborative helps elementary
schools increase literacy achievement by building the ca-
pacity of communities of teachers, and of schools; it also
helps districts provide continuing professional development
to their teachers locally.  Capacity is built through extensive
professional development, and through the coaching of lit-
eracy coordinators and classroom teachers.

Development of the primary level training program be-
gan in 1986 at The Ohio State University, with a series of
teacher study groups. Formal training of primary level literacy
coordinators began in 1993 with the training of literacy coor-
dinators from 9 schools in 3 districts. By the beginning of the
2001-02 school year, the Literacy Collaborative network has
grown to include 655 schools in 194 districts in 27 states.  It
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has also grown into three levels: the training of primary level
literacy coordinators, intermediate level literacy coordinators,
and trainers.  This article will address only the training of the
primary level literacy coordinators.

Training/Professional Development

The implementation of Literacy Collaborative includes
ongoing training to expand skills in teaching, long-term pro-
fessional development, as well as safety nets, which include
the availability of Reading Recovery for the lowest achiev-
ing first graders. During the initial training year school-based
literacy coordinators are trained to use the framework of
research-based reading, writing, and word study practices.
The literacy coordinator is the first person trained and he/
she in turn trains the teachers at the building over the next
few years.  The literacy coordinator teaches children, dem-
onstrates research-based teaching practices, provides in-class
coaching, and coordinates data collection on every child’s
achievement. A key component to all the training is coach-
ing.  Research has shown that the most effective way for
teachers to effectively retain and implement new instruc-
tional techniques is through coaching (Joyce and Showers,
1980, 1982).

In addition to the training of the literacy coordinator,
the school leadership team participates in awareness ses-
sions or a series of “team planning” sessions to increase their
understanding of literacy learning and the dynamics of the
project.  In the process a new learning community comes
into being. The leadership team learns to analyze the data
documenting teaching/learning and work together toward a
high quality implementation of the project, Figure 1.
Throughout the project data are gathered, categorized, ana-
lyzed, and used to celebrate progress and provide direction
for future change.

Research Design

A major goal of the Literacy Collaborative is to raise
the level of literacy achievement of students in elementary

schools. The focus since 1993 has been on literacy and lan-
guage learning.   The Literacy Collaborative research de-
sign institutes fall-fall data collection using a variety of
reading and writing assessments, including both individual
and group administrations. The purposes for collecting data
on each child in Literacy Collaborative schools are to:

1. Inform classroom instruction by providing systematically
collected information on each child’s strengths and knowl-
edge base;

2. Provide information enabling teachers to analyze the
growth of individual students over time;

3. Provide a basis for school staff to analyze improvements
of the project over time; and,

4. Inform the research and development of the Literacy Col-
laborative (See Table 1).

Results are provided to Literacy Collaborative schools each
year, enabling school officials to evaluate student learning,
curricula, and teaching methodology by examining trends
over time.

The goal of data collection in the first two years of the
project is to establish a baseline for the purpose of making
historical comparisons. The literacy coordinator is in train-
ing during this first year and does not begin to train and
coach classroom teachers until the second year of the project.
School wide change does not begin until the second year
(although there is informal sharing and a few days of intro-
ductory in-service may take place). Children in the school
participate in the existing instructional program during this
first year. During the second year, classroom teachers gradu-
ally phase in the new approaches. Thus, fall testing in the
first two years of the project forms a baseline for subse-
quent years.

Trainers 

Literacy 

Coordinators 

          
Administrators 

Teachers 

Children 

        Parents 

  Community 

School Primary 

Literacy Team 

Sch
ool 

Board
 

Members 

Figure 1. The use of data by members of a Literacy
Collaborative learning community.  Arrows indicate which
members of the community are using which data.  The cycle
is repeated across multiple sites.

Table 1.
Use of Data Within the Literacy Collaborative Training
Model

User Assessment Purpose Use to Evaluate
Teachers Standardized Tests/

Assessments: Norm-
referenced standardized
test, HRSIW, Benchmark
Books, Fluency and Write

Name rubrics;
Writing portfolio;
Writing Vocabulary;
Authentic & Performance

assessments;
Observation

Document learning;
Match instruction to student;

Evaluate teaching decisions;

Individual
Students;

Class

Literacy
Coordinators

Observation;
Standardized Tests

Match coaching to teachers’
needs

Teachers

Principals Standardized Tests;
Demand for extra services;

Retention rate;
Classroom observation

Continue programs;
Advise / reassign / support

teachers

Programs;
Literacy

Coordinators;
Teachers

Superintendents Standardized Tests;
State Proficiency Tests

Advise / reassign principals;
Add staff

Programs;
Principals

School Board Standardized Tests;
State Proficiency Tests

Advise/ reassign Superintendent;
Curricula

Community State Proficiency Tests;
Standardized Tests

Re-elect;
Approve property taxes

School Board;
Schools

Standardized Tests/
assessments

Feedback

Revise/Change the training
process;

Training modelLiteracy
Collaborative

Trainers

Observation Match trainer’s coaching to
literacy coordinator’s needs;

Evaluate implementation

Literacy
   Coordinators;
Implementation
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A cohort consists of a “grade level” group of children.
Teachers in the Literacy Collaborative look at each cohort
of children and their achievement scores. Recognizing that
the cohorts are made up of different groups of children, their
goal is to look for trends over time, asking, “Are we achiev-
ing higher scores, over time, as each new cohort of children
experiences our educational program?” Each year the lit-
eracy coordinator and school planning team analyze their
data to prepare a report that describes the school program,
goals accomplished during the year, student outcomes, and
identify goals for the next year. The Literacy Collaborative
requires that the reading and writing data be collected from
every student in kindergarten, grade one, and grade two for
the primary project. Many schools collect additional data to
inform their instruction and program design.

Sample

For this article, schools were selected based on the fol-
lowing criteria:

1. The school has been a Literacy Collaborative school at
least four years making it possible to examine results over
time.

2. The school is implementing the model.

3. Implementation of the project has not been significantly
interrupted. The literacy coordinator has been at the school
since the beginning of his/her training. He/she has not
taken a leave of absence, transferred, or resigned during
this time.  This literacy coordinator has been at the school
4 or more years.

Results/Findings

Yearly data collection not only provides important in-
formation for individual Literacy Collaborative schools, but
also creates a database for analyzing trends across schools
over time, allowing for a critical review of the training pro-
cesses at the school, district, and university levels.  For pur-
poses of this article, one major question will be addressed:

Research Question

What are the patterns of change in second graders’ per-
formance on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (4th Edi-
tion) for schools that have been in the Literacy Collaborative
network for at least four years?

To address this research question, two analyses will be
examined. The first of the analyses will review results from
Literacy Collaborative Research Reports, comparing the per-
centage of schools demonstrating an increase, a decrease, or
no change in average NCE2 performance from their initial
baseline year to their fourth or fifth year in the project, as
well as the aggregate average NCE gains for groups of schools
in each of the reports.  The second analysis will present aver-
age NCE results for children who remained in the same school
from kindergarten to grade two with children who have not
attended the same school from kindergarten to grade two.

Results from Literacy Collaborative Research Reports.
Over the last few years there have been an increasing per-
centage of schools with improving standardized test results
among schools that (1) have been in the Literacy Collabora-
tive at least four years, (2) have had the same literacy coor-
dinator for those four years, and (3) have been implementing
the model (See Table 2.) (Williams, 1998; Williams and
Pinnell, 1999; Williams, Scharer, and Pinnell, 2000; Scharer,
Williams, and Pinnell, 2001).  As shown in Table 2, the per-
centage of schools showing an increase in NCE gains has
gone from 58% in the 1999 report to 78% in the 2001 re-
port, while the percentage of schools with no gain or de-
creasing gains from baseline to their fourth or fifth year went
from a high of 29 percent in the 2000 report to 16 percent in
the 2001 report (Williams, 1998; Williams and Pinnell, 1999;
Williams, Scharer, and Pinnell, 2000; Scharer, Williams, and
Pinnell, 2001).

In addition, aggregate results for the group of schools
in each of the Research Reports show a trend of continuing
improvement for second graders on reading achievement.
The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test of Total Reading for
the schools in the 1998 Research Report3 rose on average
from 35.70 NCEs in fall 1995 (n=221) to 43.31 NCEs in
fall 1997 (n=236); the aggregate Total Reading results for
schools in the 1999 Research Report4 rose on average from
33.34 NCEs in fall 1995 (n=302) to 39.91 NCEs in fall 1998
(n=798); aggregate results from the 2000 Research Report
rose from 37.28 NCEs in fall 1995 (n=203) to 43.43 NCEs
in fall 1999 (n=2472); while the aggregate average NCE
results for all second grade cohorts from schools in the 2001
Research Report on Total Reading increased from 36.00 in
fall 1996 (n=999) to 48.70 NCEs in fall 2000 (n= 3493).
For the 2001 report, all Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (4th

Edition) results from Fall 2000 were equated to the 3rd Edi-
tion for ease of comparison purposes, unless otherwise noted.

Average NCE Performance of Children With Consis-
tency of Instruction and Attendance from Kindergarten to
Grade Two.  A critical concern in many schools is that of
student mobility. Students new to the schools receive only

Table 2.
Percentage of Schools Demonstrating Increasing,
Decreasing, or No Change in Standardized Test Results in
Annual Research Reports

*Note: Due to the small number of schools no attempt was made
to generalize results regarding percentage of schools showing an
increase, decrease, or no change in standardized test results.  The
first year for administration of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test
was fall 1995.

Percentage of Schools Demonstrating

Research
Report

Increasing
NCE Gains

Decreasing
NCE Gains

No
Change

Number
of

Schools

1998  ---  ---  ---   5*

1999 58% 25% 17% 12

2000 61% 29% 11% 38

2001 78% 16%   6% 51
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partial exposure to new instructional methods. To determine
whether consistency in instruction and attendance would
make a difference in student achievement, students who were
in the same school from kindergarten to second grade were
compared with cohorts of students who did not attend the
same school from kindergarten to second grade.

For comparisons using mobility and attendance as group
characteristics while controlling for student performance on
the Hearing Sounds In Words Task (Clay, 1993), results for
all second grade students in the fall of the fourth year as a
Literacy Collaborative school for each group of schools are
shown in Table 3. When the average performance of stu-
dents who were at the same school from kindergarten to sec-
ond grade with the performance of students who were not in
the same school during that entire period of time were com-
pared, the average NCE performance was much higher for
the former group.  This pattern was consistent across both
groups of students who attended the same school from kin-
dergarten to second grade—those who were absent less than
20 days during the prior school year and those who were
absent more than 20 days during the prior school year—
when compared with students with similar attendance records
who did not attend the school from kindergarten to second
grade. Students who stayed in the same school and were
absent less than 20 days earned the highest scores across the
three classes (1996, 1997, and 1998).  More specifically,
the students who were in the same school from kinder-
garten to second grade and were absent less than 20 days
during the previous school year outperformed the other
three groups (42.32 NCEs in 1998 on Total Reading; 46.67
NCEs in 1999; 51.52 NCEs in Fall 2000). It should be
noted that the performance for this group of students in
Fall 2000 is at or above the 50.0th NCE, which is where
students are expected to be for their grade level. Stu-
dents in all other groups showed similar increasing
trends, however no other group had the average perfor-

mance at or above where they were expected to be for
grade level. Similar results were found for Reading Com-
prehension.  Results for these groups of students indicate
that attendance and consistency of research-based practices
do make a difference. This pattern of achievement became
stronger as the training of literacy coordinators and class-
room teachers improved.

What Has Been Learned from the Data?

The data show that the student results, in the aggregate,
are getting stronger across time.  This is demonstrated in
both Tables 2 and 3; scores for even the lowest group in
Table 3 improved over time.  Without data it is possible that
the shift may have occurred in an undesired direction and
the schools would not have known this had happened.  Dur-
ing this time the following changes occurred as a result of
having data available to guide actions by teachers, literacy
coordinators, school administrators, trainers, and project
developers.

At Ossipee Central School in NH, children at the end of
kindergarten are tested using Clay’s Observation Survey to
determine who will receive additional services through their
Title I program as first graders.  When they first became a
Literacy Collaborative School in 1996, 62% of the children
qualified for Title I services at the end of kindergarten by
scoring 96 points or less out of a possible 161 points.  As
the kindergarten teachers have implemented the Literacy
Collaborative framework, the number of children who qualify
for Title I services as first graders has decreased each year.
During spring testing 1999, only 36% of the kindergarten
children qualified for Title I services. The staff attributes
this decrease in the number of students moving into first
grade requiring Title I services to increased achievement
during the kindergarten year as a result of implementation
of the Literacy Collaborative framework” (p. 25, Williams,
Scharer, and Pinnell, 2000).

Table 3.
Average NCE Performance on the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test for Second Grade Cohorts for Groups of Schools
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Project developers learned that it is imperative for the
Literacy Team at the school to go through Team Training. It
was noticed that schools that had not gone through Team
Training oftentimes had standardized test results that were
decreasing, rather than increasing. After the first few years
in existence, it was found that without this component,
oftentimes the teachers and/or administration did not totally
understand what they were “getting into,” whether they mis-
understood such things as, but not limited to, training, in-
structional components, the time commitment, or data
collection and evaluation.  Often these schools had imple-
mentation issues/concerns, such as teachers who had not
made a total commitment, or staff at school(s) that had not
really understood what they had committed to. Innovations
simply were not making it into these classrooms in these
schools.  Some teachers were fearful of change; others were
making only superficial attempts to implement the research-
based practices.

At the district level administrators at times must deter-
mine why the aggregate scores are decreasing.  District ad-
ministrators from one district were looking at the results for
several buildings and began to realize from the data that in
some of their schools there were too many classes/teachers/
students in the building for one literacy coordinator to be
able to make an impact.  The literacy coordinator’s time
was spread too thin.  The literacy coordinator must have
enough time to coach teachers on a regular basis such that
each teacher is coached for approximately 2 hours during a
month.  If this does not happen, teacher learning/change does
not take place and in turn student learning does not occur to
the desired extent.

At the university level in 1998, university trainers no-
ticed that in many schools, students were not reading flu-
ently and comprehension scores were not as high as they
had hoped.  There had to be better instruction on teaching
comprehension.  According to the NAEP study (Pinnell, et.
al., 1995) there is a high correlation between fluent reading
and comprehension as measured on standardized tests.
Therefore trainers saw the need to emphasize the impor-
tance of teaching for phrased, fluent reading as a way to
increase comprehension scores on standardized tests. More
time was spent teaching literacy coordinators:

· How to rate fluency using the rubric in Fountas and Pinnell,
1996, p.81;

· To include a statement regarding fluency as part of the
running record;

· How to teach for phrased, fluent reading across the frame-
work for literacy lessons; and

· How to teach for comprehension strategies across the
framework for literacy lessons, especially during interac-
tive read aloud, shared reading, and guided reading les-
sons.

Similar changes were made in the training of spelling,
phonics, and writing.  Again discussions developed around

what needed to be done during training to bring about shifts
in learning (both teacher and student).

In summary, the following are some changes that were
made at a variety of levels in response to the extensive ex-
amination of the data.

· Administration of the standardized test during both
baseline years;

· Addition of team planning to broaden and stimulate own-
ership at the building level;

· Modification of training to provide multiple techniques
for stronger classroom management;

· Increased emphasis placed on coaching skills for literacy
coordinators and time to coach;

· Increased emphasis on explicit teaching of strategies for
comprehending, for example, teaching of phrased, fluent
reading; and

· Increased emphasis on phonics and spelling.

When asked to describe the effects of the Literacy Col-
laborative on the Mather School in Boston, Massachusetts,
the principal, Kim Marshall, replied:

The Literacy Collaborative took the Mather
School’s lower grades by storm. As principal, I had
never seen a program so quickly win over virtually
every teacher. … The program is now the instruc-
tional framework in all our classrooms from Kin-
dergarten through Grade 3, and we are poised to
begin the intermediate training next year.

The first and most important impact of the program has
been on student learning. We are seeing achievement in read-
ing and writing the likes of which we had never seen before,
especially in kindergarten. Our first Literacy Collaborative
cohort has not yet hit the important Massachusetts Compre-
hensive Assessment System (MCAS) tests in fourth grade,
but we know from classroom assessments and anecdotal
teacher accounts that our students are reading and writing at
much higher levels than previous years.

The second impact has been on teacher collegiality and
communication. Because there is now a common framework,
a common language about instruction, and a common set of
criteria for judging achievement, communication among
teachers happens at a higher and more constructive level.
Within grade-level teams and between grades, teachers are
constantly comparing notes on students’ progress and shar-
ing effective strategies.

A third impact has been a much higher level of account-
ability. Now that we know where every student is, and now
that we have a proven set of classroom experiences that can
reach all students, failure is less and less an acceptable op-
tion. Without much administrative pressure, teachers are
pushing themselves harder to get their students up to the
demanding grade-level goals we have set for ourselves.

A fourth impact has been on our belief in our efficacy
as a school. For years, we have had slogans like “All Chil-
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dren Can Learn,” but as Uri Treisman said in a recent speech,
high expectations don’t mean a thing unless they are accom-
panied by a solid program to teach all students. With the
Literacy Collaborative, we have acquired that set of tools to
bring all students up to 21st century standards.

In short, nothing in my 30 years in public education has
come close to the impact of this program on teaching and
learning. It has given us the teaching tools, the assessments,
and the professional sharing to truly reach all our students”
(pp. 21-22, Williams, Scharer, and Pinnell, 2000).

Conclusion

It may be necessary for researchers to retool/update their
skills in newer data analysis techniques which are now avail-
able for analyzing longitudinal data.  More specifically, these
include quantitative methods for addressing longitudinal
data, i.e., being able to use mixed effect models for interval
data and generalized estimating equations (GEE) when re-
peated data are binary (Horton, and Lipsitz, 1999).  Without
such tools it may not be possible to examine the data effec-
tively.  It was through the analysis and examination of the
data by multiple constituents that this project has been able
to obtain desired results.

Studies by Hay/McBer, 2000 (cited in Fullan, 2001, p.
135) and the Educational Commission of the States (2000)
provide further support for the findings presented regarding
K-2 students in Literacy Collaborative schools who main-
tained consistency in instruction and attendance.  Each of
these projects reinforces the importance of collecting data
to support/document program effectiveness within compre-
hensive reform models.

But teachers cannot do it alone.  It really does take a
community of learners.  Fullan and Hargreave (1996), note
“… in a world of growing complexity and rapid change, if
we are to bring about significant improvements in teaching
and learning within our schools, we must forge strong, open,
and interactive connections with communities beyond them”
(p. xii). These connections are strengthened by our ability
to supply these communities with data on the effectiveness
of their efforts at improving teaching and learning.

Fullan and Hargreaves (1996) maintain,

that the challenge of interactive professionalism is
the challenge of continuous school improvement.  It
is a process that leads in turn to gains in student
achievement.  No one working in and with our
schools should evade this challenge.  It is a chal-
lenge that involves us all, one in which we can all
take positive action, even in the most apparently un-
sympathetic and unsupportive environments” (p.xi).

And in order to ensure that improvement is occurring
across time, all parties involved must utilize the data on a
regular basis whether evaluating the effectiveness of school
programs or the impact of teaching/learning in the class-
room.

Footnotes

1  Please note this paper is NOT intended to sell this project
but the project is used to illustrate the power of data utiliza-
tion in bringing about positive systemic school change.  It
has been through examination of data that questions arose
when attempting to find out why results were different than
would be expected.
2  A NCE is a statistical transformation of percentile ranks in
which reading achievement is divided into 99 equal units with
a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 21.06. NCEs are
generally considered to provide the truest indication of stu-
dent growth in achievement since they provide comparative
information in equal units of measurement. A NCE score of
50 is equal to the mean (average) score for the general popu-
lation, which indicates where a student is expected to be for
his/her grade level. Consequently, a NCE score of 60 is above
the average. For a student’s NCE score to remain the same at
posttest as at pretest does not denote a lack of absolute
progress. On the contrary, it means that the student has main-
tained the same relative position in terms of the general popu-
lation. Even a small gain in NCEs indicates advancement from
the student’s original level of achievement.
3  Schools in the 1998 Research Report had only 3 years of
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test results since fall 1995 was
the first time the test was administered.
4  The majority of schools in the 1999 Research Report only
had 3 years of Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test results, but
had 4 years of data on other measures.  The 1996 LC-Train-
ing Class did not administer the Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Test in the fall of their training year (Fall 1995).
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The 2001 Annual Meeting of the Mid-Western Educa-
tional Research Association (MWERA) was held in Chi-
cago Illinois from Wednesday October 24 through Saturday
October 27 at the Holiday Inn Mart Plaza.  Based on atten-
dance and member comments, I am pleased to call the 2001
conference another in a string of MWERA conference suc-
cesses!  Two hundred fifty three (253) persons registered
for the conference; of these, 84 were new members and 62
were “student” participants.  Our substantial attendance and
hearty participation, in light of what our country had faced
on September 11 just over one month earlier and the threats
we were facing at that time, which made many people afraid
to fly, and many others afraid to visit a large city, certainly
showed the commitment and fortitude of our members.  In
what follows I would like to describe a few of the highlights

Conference Highlights

The 2001 Annual Meeting of the Mid-Western Educational Research Association

Robert S. Barcikowski
Program Chair

Ohio University

as I saw them from our Association’s perspective, but as
usual, conference highlights for individual members were
generally found in conversations with other members, com-
ments made by reviewers on their or others’ presentations,
or knowledge gained from symposia, invited speakers,
roundtable discussions/poster sessions, business and divi-
sion meetings, panels and/or workshops.

Unfortunately, President E. Jane Williams was unable
to attend this year’s meeting because of a serious illness in
her family—she was dearly missed.  However, as you will
see in the following highlights, our old pros, Immediate Past
President Jeffrey Hecht and President-Elect Carmen
Giebelhaus, were able to step in so that our meeting was
able to flow smoothly.  On behalf of the membership, I would
like to thank them for their sterling efforts.
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My graduate students and I were pleased to begin the
conference on Wednesday afternoon with a well-attended
and well-received workshop on hierarchical linear models.
Wednesday evening at our Kick-Off Fireside Chat and So-
cial sponsored by Riverside Publishing, Professor Jeremy
Finn, Professor of Education at State University of New York
at Buffalo, provided us with several candid comments and
anecdotes from his research on class size and pupils’ aca-
demic achievement and behavior.  The exceptional hors
d’oeuvres and repartee between the members and Dr. Finn
made this a classic social.

At 8:00 AM on Thursday morning our conference be-
gan with six paper sessions and a Division K symposium.
They were followed by the keynote address delivered by
Jeremy Finn on small classes in American schools.  Profes-

sor Finn provided research evidence to show that student
achievement increased in all subjects when students were
placed in classes of size twenty of less.  Division meetings
and paper sessions followed our keynote address, and I would
like to highlight our New Member Welcome where Francine
Michel brought together new members and MWERA book
authors and awarded new members with a book authored by
a MWERA member.

At the Division F business meeting Thursday afternoon
Dr. Susan Brookhart, their featured speaker, discussed grad-
ing in its historical, social educational/psychological, and
legal contexts.  That afternoon Dr. Gordon Brooks and his
graduate students presented a workshop on the use of Monte
Carlo methods to assist in teaching introductory statistics to
an enthusiastic group of attendees.  Also, Dr. Mary Sudzina,
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presented a very well received workshop on strategies for
successfully integrating case studies in undergraduate and
graduate teacher education programs.  The final business
meeting on Thursday was that of Division D which was spon-
sored by the Institute for Objective Measurement and which
featured Dr. Michael Linacre from the Institute for Objec-
tive Measurement University of Chicago who discussed IRT
modeling using the WINSTEPS/Facets software.  Prior to
going to dinner with new and old friends, members met at
the Cracker Barrel Social that provided light fare and lively
discussions.

Bright and early Friday morning Dr. Deborah Bainer
Jenkins, former editor of our MWER journal, presented the
very well attended MWERA sponsored workshop entitled
“Publish or Perish”.  Dr. Bainer Jenkins provided her zeal-

ous group with tips, pointers and practical suggestions on
how to secure publications.  Prior to the Luncheon address,
Dr. Eugene T. W. Sanders was the featured speaker at the
Division A business meeting.  Dr. Sanders discussed his
transfer from being a university professor to the “real world”
as superintendent/CEO of the Toledo City schools.  Our lun-
cheon address was given by Dr. John McIntyre, the past presi-
dent of the Association of Teacher Educators, who delighted
his audience with a discussion of the emerging trends for
teacher education and offered suggestions for how colleges
and schools of education should address these trends in or-
der to prepare competent teachers for all children.  Juliann
Beatty from the Westin Greater Southern Hotel and Diane
Share from the Columbus Visitors’ Bureau concluded our
luncheon with an exciting presentation on the benefits of
being in Columbus Ohio the site of our 2002 conference.
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On Friday afternoon Division G followed their busi-
ness meeting with a symposium that was on the cutting edge
of today’s educational and social experiences entitled “The
Muslim Experience in American Schools”.  Division G Chair,
Dr. Anne Stinson, invited several Muslim educators to par-
ticipate in this symposium among them was Mr. Yousef
Hannon a Chicago school teacher who recently was the sub-
ject of an article in Teacher Magazine concerning this topic.
Also on Friday afternoon Dr. Bainer Jenkins was the fea-
tured speaker at the Division J business meeting.  Deborah
Bainer Jenkins with support from Marie Holbein recounted
the process of developing an innovative portfolio assess-
ment to replace comprehensive exams in a doctorial pro-
gram.  That evening MWERA celebrated its 25th anniversary
at its President’s Reception hosted by President-Elect
Carmen Giebelhaus with music, refreshments, and a deli-
cious anniversary cake.

Saturday morning was filled with paper sessions,
MWERA meetings, and an impressive Division K sympo-
sium on critical issues in international student teaching ex-
periences.  Then, at the presidential address, our Immediate
Past President Jeffrey Hecht was able to step in for Presi-
dent E. Jane Williams and present an informative discus-
sion on the use of Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s).  Jeff’s
enthusiasm was infectious as he illustrated the wide variety
of applications that are available for PDF’s and showed how
he personally used many of them.  Late Saturday morning
Dr. William Place chaired the session on conference feed-
back and planning.  Division chairs and chairs-elect attended
this session to get a jump-start on our 2002 conference.
Based on the spirit of that meeting, I predict another terrific
conference for 2002 in Columbus, Ohio.



General Information
The 2002 MWERA Annual Meeting will be held Wednesday, October 16

through Saturday, October 19, at the Westin Great Southern in Columbus
Ohio. The program will consist primarily of presentations, selected through a
peer review process, by divisional program chairpersons. In addition, there will
be invited speakers and symposia, panel discussions, special sessions for
graduate students and new faculty, a luncheon and other social events open to
all attendees.

Proposals may be submitted either on paper or electronically over the
World Wide Web. Any proposal submitted on paper must be submitted to the
Program Chair, but must indicate by which Division it should be reviewed.
Proposals must follow the Guidelines for Submitting a Proposal in this booklet.
Questions about a proposal or the meeting, whether submitted on paper or
electronically, should be directed to the Program Chair:

Dr. A. William Place
MWERA-2002 Program Chair
300 College Park
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469-0534

Office: (937) 229-2640 or 835-5691
e-mail: jfhswplace@mdeca.org

Electronic proposals must be submitted using the form available on the
meeting Web site. Proposals e-mailed to the Division Chairs or Program Chair
will not be processed. Further, each proposal should only be submitted once in
one format, electronic or paper. While, no advantage is given in selection,
electronic submissions are easier for all and are preferred. Specific instructions
for electronic submission can be found at the meeting web site:

http://etra.cedu.niu.edu/mwera/
Any educational professional may submit a proposal for MWERA-2002,

whether or not that person is currently a member of MWERA. All Annual
Meeting presenters must be members in good standing of MWERA (non-
members must join MWERA upon notification of proposal acceptance). To
promote broader participation in the program no one person should appear as a
presenter on more than three proposals.

All proposals, regardless of submission format (electronic or paper), must
be received by the Program Chair no later than the deadline of May 1, 2002.
Submissions will then be sent to Division Chairs and each Division Chair will
coordinate a number of volunteers in a system of blind (without author
identification) review. Appropriate criteria, depending on the format and type of
scholarly work being presented, have been developed and are used for the
review process. These criteria include: (a) topic (originality, choice of problem,
importance of issues); (b) relevance of topic to the Division and MWERA
membership; (c) contribution to research and education; (d) framework
(theoretical/conceptual/practical, rationale, literature review, grounding); (e)
analyses and interpretations (significance, implications, relationship of
conclusions to findings, generalizability or usefulness); and (f) overall written
proposal quality (clarity of writing, logic, and organization).

Papers presented at MWERA are expected to present original
scholarship, conducted by the author(s), which has not been previously
presented at any other meeting or published in any journal. Further, it is a
violation of MWERA policy to promote commercially available products or
services (except as Exhibits) which go beyond the limits of appropriate
scholarly/scientific communication. Individuals who wish to display educationally
related products or services are encouraged to contact Dr. Sharon McNeely,
Assistant Program Chair for Exhibits, P. O. Box 34421, Chicago, Illinois 60634,
(913) 794-2788.

All persons presenting at the 2002 Annual Meeting are expected to
register for the full meeting. All sessions listed in the program will be open to
any registered meeting participant; however, enrollment may be limited, and a
small additional fee required, for some Workshop sessions. Tickets for the
Friday luncheon and speaker are available to all pre-registrants. Ticket
availability is not guaranteed for late and on-site registrants. Registration
materials for the 2002 Annual Meeting will be published in the Mid-Western
Educational Researcher, on the Web site, and can be obtained by contacting
the Program Chair.

Presenters whose papers have been accepted to a session with a
Session Chair and/or Session Discussant are responsible for submitting a
completed version of their conference paper to the Session Chair and
Discussant no later than September 20, 2002. Papers not available to the
Session Chair and Session Discussant may be dropped from the program.
Presenters must also provide complete copies of their papers (or detailed
handouts) to attendees at their sessions. Overhead projectors and screens will
be provided by MWERA in most presentation rooms. Presenters needing
additional A/V equipment are responsible for arranging such with the hotel at
the presenter’s own additional expense.

MWERA reserves the right to reproduce and distribute summaries and
abstracts of all accepted proposals, including making such works available in a
printed Program Abstract, through the meeting’s World Wide Web site, and in
press releases promoting the Annual Meeting and the organization. As a
condition of acceptance all authors of papers accepted to the 2002 Annual
Meeting explicitly grant MWERA the right to reproduce their work’s summary
and/or abstract in these ways. Such limited distribution does not preclude any
subsequent publication of the work by the author(s).

Authors of accepted proposals assume the ethical and professional
responsibility to appear at the Annual Meeting and to participate in their
presentation or assigned session. When circumstances preclude the author(s)
from doing so, it is the responsibility of the author to arrange a suitable
substitute and to notify the Program Chair in advance.

Divisions*
A - Administration and Leadership

This division is concerned with research, theory, development, and the improvement
of practice in the organization and administration of education.

B - Curriculum Studies
This division is concerned with curriculum and instructional practice, theory, and
research.

C - Learning and Instruction
This division is concerned with theory and research on human abilities, learning
styles, individual differences, problem solving, and other cognitive factors.

D - Measurement and Research Methodology
This division is concerned with measurement, statistical methods, and research
design applied to educational research.

E - Counseling and Development
This division is concerned with the understanding of human development, special
education, and the application and improvement of counseling theories, techniques,
and training strategies.

F - History and Philosophy
This division is concerned with the findings and methodologies of historical research
in education.

G- Social Context of Education
This division is concerned with theory, practice, and research on social, moral,
affective, and motivational characteristics and development, especially multicultural
perspectives.

H - School Evaluation and Program Development
This division is concerned with research and evaluation to improve school practice,
including program planning and implementation.

I - Education in the Professions
This division is concerned with educational practice, research, and evaluation in the
professions (e.g., medicine, nursing, public health, business, law, and engineering).

J - Postsecondary Education
This division is concerned with a broad range of issues related to two-year, four-year,
and graduate education.

K - Teaching and Teacher Education
This division is concerned with theory, practice, and research related to teaching at all
levels and in-service and pre-service teacher education, including field experience
supervision and mentoring.
* Division Chairs will be announced after the 2001 meeting.

Important Dates
Proposal Submission Deadline May 1, 2002
Notification of Acceptance July 15, 2002
Papers to Session Chairs/Discussants September 20, 2002
Meeting Registration and Hotel Reservations September 24, 2002
MWERA 2002 Annual Meeting October 16-19, 2002



Guidelines for Submitting a Proposal

Session Format Descriptions
Paper Presentation

Paper sessions are intended to allow presenters the opportunity to make short,
relatively formal presentations in which they overview their papers to an audience. Three
to five individual papers dealing with related topics are grouped into a single session
running from 1.5 to 2 hours. The presenter(s) of each paper is(are) allowed
approximately 15 minutes to present the highlights of the paper. A single Session
Discussant is allowed approximately 15 minutes, following all papers, for comments and
critical review. A Session Chair moderates the entire session. Presenters are expected to
provide complete copies of their papers to all interested audience members.
RoundtableDiscussion/Poster

Roundtable Discussion/Poster sessions are intended to provide opportunities for
interested individuals to participate in a dialogue with other interested individuals and the
presenter(s) of the paper. Presenters are provided a small table around which interested
individuals can meet to discuss the paper. Presenters may elect to provide small, table-
top poster-type displays, ancillary handouts, or other table -top A/V materials to augment
their discussions. Interested individuals are free to move into and out of these
discussions/posters as they wish. Presenters are expected to make available complete
copies of the paper on which the roundtable discussion/poster was focused.
Symposium

A symposium is intended to provide an opportunity for examination of specific
problems or topics from a variety of perspectives. Symposium organizers are expected to
identify the topic or issue, identify and ensure the participation of individual speakers who
will participate in the session, prepare any necessary materials for the symposium, and
Chair the session. It is suggested, though not required, that the speakers or symposium
organizer will provide interested individuals with one (or more) papers relevant to,
reflective of, or drawn from the symposium.
Workshop

Workshops are intended to provide an extended period of time during which the
workshop leader helps participants develop or improve their ability to perform some
process (e.g. how to provide clinical supervision, using the latest features of the Internet,
or conduct an advanced statistical analysis). Organizers may request from 1.5 to 3 hours,
and are responsible for providing all necessary materials for participants. Many
workshops are scheduled for Wednesday afternoon, although others may be scheduled
throughout the conference. Organizers may, if they wish, receive an honorarium based
upon the number of paid participants in their workshop and the fee schedule.
Alternative Session

The form, topics, and format of alternative sessions are limited only by the
imagination and creativity of the organizer. These options are intended to afford the most
effective method or approach to disseminating scholarly work of a variety of types.
Proposals for alternative sessions will be evaluated on their appropriateness to the topic
and audience, their suitability to meet the limitations of time, space, and expense for
MWERA, and the basic quality or value of the topic. The organizer of alternative sessions
is responsible for all major participants or speakers, developing and providing any
necessary materials, and conducting or mediating the session. Because a variety of
approaches may be proposed within this category, alternative session proposals should
include a brief rationale for the alternative being proposed.
Best Practices Forum

The “Best Practices” sessions are intended to provide opportunities for individuals
or groups to present “best” or “promising” practices impacting both K-12 and higher
education. These sessions highlight unique and innovative programs that have
demonstrated promise for improving and enhancing educational practice. Presenters will
be grouped by similar topics to facilitate discussion between and among the groups and
audience. Presenters are expected to make available complete copies of the paper on
which the “Best Practices” session focused.

Materials to be Submitted
The following materials list applies to proposals submitted on paper. Separate

guidelines exist for electronically submitted proposals (see the Web site for details).
Proposal Cover Sheet

Six (6) copies typewritten with all items completed. Session descriptors must be
chosen from the list of descriptors provided (see table to the right).
Summary

Six (6) copies of a two to three page summary for use in judging the merits of the
proposal. Summaries can be single-spaced, but must be typed on 8.5" x 11" paper in no
smaller than 10-point type using 1" margins. All copies of the summary should include
the title of the proposed session in the upper left-hand corner of the first page. On three
of the summaries only include the name of the presenter, with his or her complete
mailing address, telephone and FAX, and e-mail, in the upper right hand corner of the
first page. Proposals, which do not meet these criteria, may be refused by the Program
Chair without review.

Summaries for Paper and Roundtable Discussion/Poster proposals should
explicitly address as many of the following as appropriate, preferably in this order: (1)
Objectives, goals, or purposes; (2) Perspective(s) and/or theoretical framework; (3)
0Methods and/or techniques (data source, instruments, procedures); (4) Results and
conclusions; and (5) Educational and/or scientific importance of the work.

Summaries for Symposium, Workshop, and Alternative Session and Best
Practices Forum proposals should explicitly address as many of the following as
appropriate, preferably in this order: [1] Descriptive title of the session; [2] Objective,
goals and purposes of the session; [3] Importance of the topic, issue, or problem; [4]
Explanation of the basic format or structure of the session; [5] Listing of the Presenter
and Co-Presenter(s), with an explanation of each person’s relevant background and role
in the session; [6] Anticipated audience and kind of audience involvement.
Abstract

Three (3) copies of a 100 - 150 word narrative abstract. The abstracts of accepted
papers will be published the MWERA 2002 Annual Meeting Abstracts book, and will be
available on the World Wide Web site. Abstracts must be typewritten, single-spaced,
using a 12 point Arial or Times Roman font. Use clear, precise language, which can be
understood by readers outside your discipline. In the upper left hand corner of each
abstract page type the title of the paper, and the name and institutional affiliations of
each author.
Envelopes

Four (4) stamped, self -addressed, business size (#10) envelopes. These will be
used to inform you of: (a) receipt of the proposal by the Program Chair; (b) the decision
about your paper’s acceptance; (c) your scheduled session time, Session Chair, and
Session Discussant, and; (d) meeting registration and hotel reservation information.

Session Descriptors
Ability Grouping Educational Policy Performance Assessment
Accountability Educational Reform Philosophy
Accreditation Elementary Schools Physical Education
Achievement Equating Planning
Action Research Equity Politics
Adaptive Testing Ethics Postsecondary Education
Administration Ethnicity Principals
Admissions Evaluation Private Education
Adolescence Experimental Design Problem Solving
Adult Education/Development Facilities Professional Development
Affective Education Factor Analysis Program Evaluation
Aging Faculty Development Psychometrics
Anthropology Family/Home Education Qualitative Research
Aptitude Finance Race
Artif icial Intelligence Gay/Lesbian Studies Reading
Arts Education Gender Studies Research Methodology
Asian Education Generalizability Theory Research Utilization
Assessment Gifted Education Restructuring
At-Risk Students Governance Retention
Attitude Hig h Schools Rural Education
Attribution Hispanic Education School/Teacher Effectiveness
Bilingual/Bicultural History Science Education
Black Education Indian Education Self-Concept
Business Education Indicators/Information Systems Social Class
Career Development Individual Differences Social Context
Case Studies Information Processing Social Processes/Development
Certification/Licensure Instructional Design/Development Social Studies Education
Child Development Instructional Practices Sociology
Classroom Management Instructional Technology Special Education
Classroom Research Intelligence Staff Development
Clinical Education International Education/Studies Standard Setting
Cognition Item Response Theory (IRT) Statistics
Cognitive Processes/Develop Language Comprehension/Devel Stress/Coping
Collaboration Language Processes Structural Modeling
Community Colleges Law/Legal Student Behavior/Attitude
Comparative Education Leadership Student Cognition
Compensatory Education Learning Environments Student Knowledge
Comprehension Learning Processes/Strategies Student Teaching
Computer Applications Life-Span Development Studying
Computerized Testing Literacy Supervision
Computers and Learning Literature Survey Research
Conceptual Change Mainstreaming Teacher Assessment
Constructivism Mathematics Education Teacher Characteristics
Continuing Education Measurement Teacher Cognition
Cooperative Learning Media Teacher Education/Development
Counseling Medical Education Teacher Knowledge
Counselor Training/Supervision Memory Teacher Research
Critical Theory Mentoring Teaching Context
Critical Thinking Meta-Analysis Technology
Cross-Cultural Studies Metacognition Testing
Curriculum Middle Schools Test Theory/Development
Data Analysis Military Educati on Textbooks
Decision Making Minorities Tutoring
Demography Moral Education/Development Urban Education
Desegregation Motivation Validity/Reliability
Differential Item Functioning Museum Education Vocabulary
Dimensionality NAEP Vocational Education
Dropouts Networking Women’s Issues
Early Childhood Organization Theory/Change Work
Economics of Education Peer Interaction/Friendship Writing
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Introduction

Why is it that, after years of research and debate, class sizes
are now being reduced in the elementary grades across the
U. S?  I presented a list of reasons to a group of legislators
on April 2.  They included the following:

· Everybody likes the idea of small classes.  Teachers, par-
ents, policy makers, legislators, and even the courts un-
derstand the importance of small classes for teaching and
learning;

· High-quality research has demonstrated the benefits of
small classes in the early grades—especially for students
at risk;

And, as of April 2,

· Education had risen to the top of state and national agendas;

· The economy was healthy, so we had ample resources to
direct toward school improvement.

These factors created the situation we have today.  Over
half the states, countless districts, and the federal govern-
ment have sponsored class-size reduction (CSR) programs.
In California alone,  28,000 new teachers were hired in the
first three years of the statewide class-size initiative; in the
first year of the federal CSR program,  29,000 new teachers
were hired, mainly in poor, urban school districts.  It is im-
possible to count the classes reduced in schools across the
nation, but it is certainly a large number.

But much has changed, making the future of reduced
classes in the elementary grades is less clear.  The President’s
education plan, “No Child Left Behind,” earmarks the fed-
eral reduced-class initiative as one of two programs to be
eliminated.  The recent decline in the economy may leave
states and districts less able to hire additional teachers.1  And

the events of September 11 have refocused our agendas in a
way that may well give lower priority to education.  It re-
mains to be seen if small class sizes have become sufficiently
institutionalized that we will continue to include them in our
basic educational plans.

The Research Base

Before overviewing past and current research on class
size, I’d like to tell you how I got involved in this field.  I
began as a skeptic.  I was asked to serve as consultant to
Tennessee’s Project STAR in 1985.  I told the STAR Con-
sortium that I didn’t think they would be able to complete a
four-year study as ambitious as the one they had planned,
and that, even if they did, they were unlikely to find positive
effects.  They (we) proved me wrong on both counts.  Well,
I analyzed the STAR data myself each year, and am now
convinced that the benefits are real and replicable.  Never-
theless I’m not a ‘blind advocate’ of small classes.  I don’t
consider them to be a solution to our educational problems
or a “silver bullet;” I view them as an essential opportunity
for instruction to be effective and for students to become
maximally involved in the learning process.

The current research base on small classes in the el-
ementary grades includes:

· Dozens of research studies conducted prior to the mid-
1980s;

· Project STAR, a large-scale randomized experiment, and
short- and long-term follow-up studies of STAR partici-
pants;

· Analyses of the STAR results by different research teams
using a variety of statistical approaches, and replication
of the basic STAR findings through non-experimental in-
terventions at other sites;

· Ongoing research into the classroom processes that dis-
tinguish small and large classes.

I will talk briefly about each of these.

Keynote Address

Small Classes in American Schools:
Research, Practice, and Politics

Jeremy D. Finn
State University of New York at Buffalo

Today I’d like to talk about an unusual combination of events—a case in which school practice has
informed research which has informed practice.  In particular, I’ll talk about:
(1) The current status of class-size reduction programs in the U. S.; that will be short because it is
changing even as we speak.
(2) The research base that provided the motivation for districtwide and statewide class-size initiatives.
(3) Some misapplication of the research.
(4) Questions about reduced classes that remain unanswered, and current work  to explain why small
classes are effective.

Work on this paper was supported in part by grants from the
Spencer Foundation (“A Study of Class Size and Students at Risk”)
and the William T. Grant Foundation (“Antecedents and
Consequences of High School Gateway Events”).
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Early research on class size

Prior to the 1980s, dozens of studies were conducted
on the relationship between class size and pupil performance.
Many suffered from small samples, poor research designs,
and inadequate treatment of the data.  To my knowledge,
not one was truly a randomized experiment.   Reviews of
this research supported some tentative conclusions, however;
among them:

· Reduced class size (below 20 pupils) can be expected to
produce a modest increase in academic achievement (Glass
and Smith, 1978; Slavin, 1989);

· Small classes are most beneficial in the early primary
grades (Robinson, 1990);

· Students who are economically disadvantaged are most
likely to benefit from small classes (Robinson, 1990).

Project STAR (Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio)

Beginning in 1985, the State of Tennessee undertook an
experiment to test these propositions.  Project STAR (Student/
Teacher Achievement Ratio) was a large-scale randomized
within-school experiment.  Pupils entering kindergarten in each
participating school were assigned at random to a small class
(13-17 students), a full-size class (22-26), or a full-size class
with a full-time teacher aide.  Teachers were also assigned at
random to the classrooms.  Pupils were kept in the same condi-
tion—small, regular, or teacher aide—for up to four years
(Grade 3), with a new teacher assigned at random each year.

STAR had other special features:

· The study was extensive.  More than 6,000 students in
329 classrooms in 79 schools participated in the first year,
and almost 12,000 students participated at some point in
the four-year study;

· The class arrangement was maintained all day, all year
long.  There was no other intervention, for example, no
special training for teachers and no special curricula;

· Both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced achieve-
ment tests were administered to each pupil each year.
Other data were collected systematically on the students
and on their teachers;

· STAR pupils were followed after they all returned to
full-size classes in Grade 4.  Measures of academic per-
formance and other outcome data were collected through
high school, and we are currently collecting information
on postsecondary schooling and employment.

The findings of Project STAR are important building
blocks in today’s knowledge base about small classes.  From
a scientific perspective, it is also important that  the STAR
data have been reanalyzed by a number of researchers, us-
ing a variety of statistical procedures.  With minor excep-
tions, all of their analyses concur with the original findings.

The Findings.  The findings of STAR have been sum-
marized in a number of publications including Word, et al.,
(1990), Finn (1998), Finn and Achilles (1999), and Finn,

Gerber, Achilles, and Boyd-Zaharias (2001).  The recent
report in Teachers College Record is the most intensive look
at short- and long-term academic outcomes to date.  In that
paper, we also presented two kinds of effect sizes, the usual
“standard deviation” metric and “months of schooling.”  Here
are a few highlights, drawn from those reports.

During the experimental years (K-3):

· Small classes had statistically significant academic ben-
efits in every grade in all academic subjects. {Effect sizes
for the difference between small classes and full-size
classes were in the range 0.2σ to 0.3σ in each school sub-
ject.2}

· The effects were greater for students who spent more years
in a small class. {For example, Grade-1 students who en-
tered small classes for the first time were about 1/2 month
ahead of their schoolmates in reading and about 2 months
ahead in mathematics.  Grade-1 students who were in small
classes for the second year (since kindergarten) were about
2 months ahead of their schoolmates in reading and about
3-1/2 months ahead in mathematics.}

· In every grade, the benefits of small classes were greater
for minority students or students attending inner-city
schools than for White students in non-urban schools.  The
effect sizes were often as much as two to three times as
great, thus reducing the White-minority achievement gap.

Economist Alan Krueger reanalyzed the STAR data and
concluded that, by third grade, the Black-White gap in school
performance would be reduced by 38% if all students had
attended small classes (Krueger and Whitmore, 2001).

All students returned to full-size classes in Grade 4,
but continued to be followed:

· The benefits of small classes continued to be statistically sig-
nificant through all subsequent grades in all subject areas.3

· Both starting early in small classes and continuing in small
classes for multiple years were related to the duration and
strength of carry-over effects.   In each grade (4-8), both
sets of effect sizes were larger for students who had spent
more years in small classes in K-3.  {For example, at the
end of Grade 6, students who had attended small classes
for one year had a 1.2-month advantage in reading over
students who had attended full-size classes.  Students who
had attended small classes for 2 years had a 2.8-month ad-
vantage.  Three years in a small class produced a 4.4-month
advantage.  And so on, in each school subject.}

Confirmation of the Findings.  A number of (non-ex-
perimental) CSR initiatives have been undertaken follow-
ing STAR, but most do not have systematic evaluations.
Those that do replicate the basic results of STAR.  Among
them are Wisconsin’s Project SAGE (Molnar, et al., 2000)
and the well-researched effort in Burke County, NC (Egelson,
Harman, and Achilles, 1996; Egelson and Harman, 2000).
Both are targeted to schools serving low-income students.
California’s statewide CSR initiative has only been thor-
oughly evaluated for grade 3; because most classes in K-2
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were reduced at one point in time, no comparison groups
were available.  The effect sizes are close to those obtained
in STAR for students who entered small classes in Grade 3
(see CSR Research Consortium, 2000).

“The other shoe”—Teacher Aides.  Project STAR’s re-
sults for teacher aides have often been overlooked because of
the findings for small classes, but they have significant policy
implications.  When STAR was designed, Tennessee policy
makers hoped that teacher aides could provide the same ben-
efits as small classes but at a substantially lower cost.

The STAR analyses continually reported “no signifi-
cant difference” between teacher-aide classes and full-size
classes without aides.  Those results were summarized and
extended in several recent reports, including two by myself
and Susan  Gerber (Boyd-Zaharias and Pate-Bain, 1998;
Finn, Gerber, Farber, and Achilles, 2000; Gerber, Finn, Achil-
les, and Boyd-Zaharias, in press).

In the Gerber papers, it was estimated that there were
over 600,000 teacher aides in American classrooms (in 1998),
costing about $9 billion annually.  Unfortunately, virtually all
research on the topic, including STAR, finds that, in general,
teacher aides benefit neither teachers nor students.

For example, in Gerber’s research, the academic per-
formance of students in teacher-aide classes was compared
with both other class types (small and full-size classes with-
out aides), systematic ratings of student behavior were com-
pared among the class types, and teachers in the three class
types reported the severity of problems they encountered in
their classrooms managing time, managing and controlling
the class, and engaging students in learning activities.

The study posed two questions, the first being: “Do stu-
dents in teacher aide classes perform as well or behave as well
as do students in small classes?”  To quote from the report,

The answer is unequivocally “no.” In terms of aca-
demic achievement, students in small classes per-
formed significantly better on every test
administered in every grade.  There were no ex-
ceptions. ... In terms of behavior...students who had
attended small classes exhibited superior learning
behaviors on two of three dimensions and on total
engagement (in learning)... When teachers were in-
terviewed about their preference, 71% said they
would prefer teaching a small class to teaching a
regular class with a full-time assistant. (p. 163)

The second question was “Do classes with teaching assis-
tants have advantages over full-size classes without assis-
tants?”  The results lead to these conclusions:

Here, too, the answer is “no.” No overall differ-
ences in academic achievement were found between
the performance of students in teacher aide classes
and students in regular classes on any test in any
grade. ... In several instances, students in aide
classes performed more poorly than did students
in non-aide classes ...In terms of learning behav-
ior, again no significant differences were found ...

in Grade 4 or Grade 8.  In several instances, behav-
ior was marginally poorer among students in classes
with aides.  (pp. 163-164, bold added)

Finally, teachers with aides reported little or no relief from
the responsibilities of teaching, even when teaching assis-
tants were classified according to the types of duties they
performed: administrative, noninstructional interactions with
students, or instruction.

Some districts (e.g., Burke County, NC; San Diego, CA)
have used teacher aide monies to hire additional teachers.
Given the absence of positive impact for aides and even the
possibility of negative effects, this seems to be sensible
policy.  The other option discussed in the reports – to “rem-
edy the deficient preparation of paraprofessionals for the
tasks they perform, the lack of clearly defined roles for aides
in the classroom, and the absence of training for teachers in
utilizing their assistants” (Finn, et al., 2000, p. 165)—also
deserves serious consideration.

Other Findings about Small Classes

Project STAR did not undertake sufficient studies of class-
room processes.  However, from the limited process research
undertaken in STAR and research on other CSR initiatives,
several additional findings have emerged.  Among them:

· Teacher morale is improved in small classes (Glass and
Smith, 1978; Johnston, 1990);

· Teachers spend more time on direct instruction and less
on classroom management when classes are smaller
(Molnar, Smith, and Zahorik, 1999);

· There are fewer disruptions in small classes and fewer
discipline problems (CSR Research Consortium, 2000;
Achilles, Kiser-Kling, Aust, and Owen, 1995);

· Students’ engagement in learning is increased (Finn, Fulton,
Zaharias, and Nye, 1989; Evertson and Folger, 1989);

Also:

· In-grade retentions are reduced (Harvey, 1993; Word, et
al., 1990);

· Dropout rates may be reduced (Preliminary data in Bain,
Fulton, and Boyd-Zaharias, 1999);

· Greater numbers of students who attend small classes in
the early grades elect to take SAT or ACT tests in high
school.  That is, aspirations to attend college are increased,
especially among African-American students (Krueger and
Whitmore, 2001).

It is noteworthy that some of these outcomes produce cost
savings.

A Comment About the Costs of Reduced Class Sizes

I don’t want to discuss the issue of costs in depth, but I’d
like to comment on the approaches that have been taken in
examining this question.  Small classes have been described
as an expensive intervention.  There have been several analy-
ses of costs including the one by Brewer, Krop, Gill, and
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Reichardt (1999) who estimated the nationwide costs of CSR
under different policy alternatives, and less thorough analy-
ses  by Witte (2000) and Harris and Plank (2000).

However, none of these analyses—performed by re-
searchers who are usually insightful—has looked at possible
resource trade-offs nor have they examined the factors on
the benefit side of the equation.  The issue of trade-offs is
complex so I’m not surprised it hasn’t been studied.  For
example, I mentioned several districts that used teacher-aide
funds to hire additional teachers and reduce class sizes.

But I am surprised about the omission of benefits from
these analyses.  To my knowledge, the only analysis of ben-
efits performed in recent years was that done by economist
Alan Krueger.  Using data from STAR, Krueger (1999) con-
cluded that the benefits of reducing class sizes, in terms of
students’ future earnings, are very close to the per-pupil cost
of reduced classes.4   In other words, the costs are recovered
in the form of personal income to the students.5

However, the total benefits may be greater still.  If small
classes are an incentive for teachers to remain in urban set-
tings, if students are more likely to attend college, and if grade
retentions and dropout rates are decreased, then these repre-
sent cost savings as well and need to be included in any com-
plete analysis of the costs and benefits of small classes.

How To Do Small Classes the Wrong Way

The  implementation of reduced class sizes have pro-
duced some “tried and true” ways to negate their benefits.  I
will mention two in particular.

(1) In the rush to hire and place new teachers in classrooms,
overlook the need for professional development and support

The California CSR initiative demonstrated the serious side
effects of doing things too quickly.  In its haste to reduce class
sizes in K-3 in a matter of a few months, many individuals were
placed in classrooms without completed teaching credentials
not to mention adequate experience managing students.  The
effect was so large that the preparation level of the entire state’s
teaching force declined (Stecher, Bohrnstedt, Kirst, McRobbie,
and Williams, 2001).  Stecher, et al., (2001) recommend that
CSR initiatives be undertaken slowly and with careful plan-
ning.  I would add the recommendation that we also make use
of focused programs of professional support and development.

Project STAR demonstrated that the benefits of small
classes are obtained without any special teacher prepara-
tion.  However, several CSR programs have used profes-
sional development effectively in conjunction with reduced
classes.  This makes good sense because:

· Many teachers placed in elementary classrooms are new
to teaching, new to the classroom, and new to their school
setting.  They need help “getting started.”

· Many veteran teachers are transferring from other settings to
small classes.  The instructional practices they have learned
from years of experience are not always “current best prac-
tice.”  (An understatement.) Updating is important.

· It may be possible to enhance the benefits of small classes
by taking advantage of the opportunities small classes pro-
vide.  Professional development can show teachers how
to cover content in greater depth (Anderson, 2000) and
how to take best advantage of the increased sense of com-
munity that typify small classes.

The report “The Professional Development and Support Needs of
Beginning Teachers” (Pannozzo and Finn, 2000) discusses these
issues further as well as how to target programs to be most useful.

(2)  Confuse “pupil-teacher ratios” with “class size”

I’d like to emphasize the difference between these con-
cepts.  “Class size” is the number of students regularly in a
teacher’s classroom for whom that teacher is responsible each
day.  The idea of class size is important to teachers because
it constrains all of her interactions with pupils, encourages
or discourages learning behavior and pro- or anti-social be-
havior, and is clearly related to the amount of material stu-
dents learn.  As my colleague Charles Achilles would say,
“A class with 15 students and one teacher has a class size of
15.  A class with 28 pupils and one teacher has a class size
of 28.  A class with 28 pupils and two teachers and a full-
time teacher aide still has a class size of 28.”

The “pupil-teacher ratio” is the ratio of the number of
students in an educational unit to the number of  full-time
equivalent education professionals assigned to that unit.
Pupil-teacher ratios have been used by economists for many
years to develop funding formulas for districts and states.
However, the pupil-teacher ratio for a school, district, state,
or nation does not describe the proximal setting in which
pupils are learning.  In the U.S., many urban districts have
small pupil-teacher ratios (including Boston and New York
City), because of the large number of ancillary staff mem-
bers, even though most students spend the entire school day
in overcrowded classrooms (see, for example, Lewit and
Baker, 1997; Miles, 1995).

Why is the distinction important?  This distinction is
important for two reasons.  First, the strong research base
on small classes does not apply to large classes, no matter
how many teachers are present.  Some schools, facing a short-
age of classroom space, have created large classes with sev-
eral teachers, or with teachers and aides, instead of small
classes.  Although large team-taught classes may sometimes
be effective, this has not been confirmed with large samples
or through a controlled experiment.  Simply put, we don’t
have the same level of scientific information about how these
classroom arrangement works.

Two, critics have used data on pupil-teacher ratios to
attempt to disprove that small classes are beneficial (e.g.,
Hanushek, 1998).  Because pupil-teacher ratios are usually
computed for large, heterogeneous units (i.e., school dis-
tricts, states, or countries), it is little surprise that they have
a weak relationship with academic achievement.  These lev-
els of analysis may be appropriate for an economist’s work
but not for an educator concerned with teaching and learn-
ing in individual classrooms.6
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Unanswered Questions/Ongoing Research

Many questions remain to be answered.  Among those
that are asked repeatedly:

· How small is “small?”  Is a class of 20 students likely to
be as effective as, say, 17?

· How effective are small classes in the middle grades?  In
high school?

· Can the effects of small classes be enhanced through par-
ticular instructional strategies?  By combining CSR with
other interventions, for example, preschool programs or
remedial programs?  By taking advantage of the improved
sense of community that arises in small classes?

· And many more...

Two broad questions are being addressed currently.
First, what are the long-term impacts of small classes in
the early grades?  Alan Krueger and his colleagues have
been augmenting the STAR data with information about stu-
dents who take college admissions tests (SAT or ACT), in-
formation about child bearing, information about delinquent
or criminal behavior, and will eventually collect informa-
tion about unemployment rates.  Preliminary reports have
already documented the relationships of class size with some
of these outcomes (e.g., Krueger, 2000; Krueger and
Whitmore, 2001).  Also, together with HEROS, Inc., the
primary STAR organization in Tennessee, we are also per-
forming  a number of follow-up analyses.7  We will examine
the high-school courses taken by STAR participants, high
school grades, and graduation rates, and will conduct ap-
proximately 500 telephone interviews to document
postsecondary schooling and employment.  In all, we will
have a formidable 17-year data base that can be used for
this and other purposes.

The second question we8 are pursuing is the “black box”
question: Why do small classes work as well as they do?9

Many people speculate that teachers change their instruc-
tional styles in small classes, providing more one-on-one
teaching and higher-quality instruction.  Interestingly, nei-
ther STAR nor other process studies support this hypoth-
esis.  It is pretty clear that teachers of small classes spend
more time on direct instruction and less time on classroom
management and discipline.  However, few if any qualita-
tive differences occur spontaneously when class sizes are
reduced.  In general, changes in instruction are small and do
not explain the consistent academic benefits that are found.

We are pursuing a second hypothesis—that students become
better students in small classes, that is, they become more en-
gaged in learning  and display more pro-social behavior and less
anti-social behavior.  We have located 15 studies of students’
learning and social behavior; they vary considerably in quality.
Nevertheless, of 46 measures of students’ engagement in learn-
ing, 30 are consistent with this hypothesis; not one is contradic-
tory.  Likewise, of 27 measures of students’ social behavior, 17
support our hypothesis; again, not one finding favors large classes.

Psychological theory also explains why students may
become better students in small classes.  We have identified
four theoretical perspectives that explain why student be-
havior differs in small and large classes.10  We call the first
the “firing line hypothesis:” in a small class, each student
experiences continuing pressure to participate.  S/he may be
called upon at any time to answer questions or participate in
a class discussion; s/he can’t avoid the teacher’s attention
by sitting in some obscure place in the classroom; and the
teacher can’t readily ignore any particular pupil, even if she
would like to.

Second, small classes tend to encourage a closer “sense
of community” among students and between teachers and
students (see, for example, Bateman, 2000).  Teachers of
small classes report that they know each individual student
better than they would in a larger class.  Students tend to be
more supportive of one another and to develop a stronger
sense of identification with the class as a whole.

Third, the concepts “social loafing” and “diffusion of
responsibility” have been used to explain why smaller groups
of people are more responsive than individuals in larger
groups (see Darley and Latane, 1968; Levine and Moreland,
1998).  And fourth, the study of group dynamics has shown
that “small-group norms” are different from “large-group
norms.”  Researchers have documented a  negative correla-
tion between the size of a group and its functional size, that
is, the number of group members who participate in any given
activity (Bray, Kerr, and Atkin, 1978).  Again, these prin-
ciples apply to the classroom as well.

All four perspectives lead to the conclusion that the in-
tensity of the teaching/learning experience is increased for
students in smaller classes.  Of course more research is
needed to test these (non-mutually-exclusive) propositions.

One Final Comment

My final point today is the need for further research based
on ongoing CSR programs.  In recent years, many districts have
undertaken CSR, often without any accompanying research or
evaluation.  It may not be necessary to show that academic
achievement is improved in every site.  It is necessary, how-
ever, to make sure that smaller classes are implemented cor-
rectly and that problems are addressed quickly.  Several
evaluations, including the one we conducted in Buffalo, New
York (Finn, Gerber, and Pannozzo, 2000), have identified imple-
mentation problems so that mid-course corrections could be
made.  It is also important that basic information is available to
administrators, parents, and legislators to demonstrate whether
resources have been invested properly.

There is still a lot to learn about small classes and class-
room processes.  CSR sites provide researchers with a rare
opportunity—a large number of “natural laboratories” for
answering  questions about implementation, processes, and
outcomes.  If you are working in a setting where class sizes
are reduced, please encourage the administrators to engage
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in formative evaluation and research—for their benefit and
for the benefit of the broader education community.

Footnotes

1  Through good planning and flexibility, some districts are able
to reduce class sizes without increasing per-pupil expenditures
(see, for example, Achilles, Harman, and Egelson, 1995)
2  Despite our efforts, we have not yet found a satisfactory
way to combine these into a measure of “overall impact.”
3  The Tennessee state testing program for all students ends
in Grade 8, but there was no indication that the benefits would
not continue beyond that grade.
4  Henry Levin conducted an independent analysis of these vari-
ables, presented at the American Educational Research Associa-
tion meeting in 1998, and obtained figures very similar to Krueger’s.
5  Our current research includes data on the employment of
STAR participants after they leave high school.  Hopefully,
we will be able to provide direct evidence on this issue.
6  Other economists have called Hanushek’s conclusion of
“no relationship” into question, showing that more appro-
priate analyses of his data—even based on pupil-teacher
ratios—lead to the opposite conclusion (for example,
Hedges, Laine, and Greenwald, 1994; Krueger, 2000).
7  With support from the William T. Grant Foundation.
8  Myself together with Gina Pannozzo and Charles Achilles.
9  Work is supported by The Spencer Foundation.
10  I emphasize that this is still theory at this point in time,
derived from a combination of  research findings, anecdotal
reports, classroom observations, and debate about what is
happening in the classrooms.
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Teacher education is at a crossroads.  How often have
you heard that phrase? I remember hearing that when I be-
gan my doctoral studies at Syracuse University in the mid-
70’s.  That is when Competency-based Teacher Education
(CBTE) was the savior of the day and was going to prepare
quality teachers for all children.  Then in the early 1980’s
we had a “Nation at Risk” and another national education
crisis.

So—are we truly at a crossroads?  I believe that the
way we are preparing teachers is changing and that the pres-
sures—political, social, and economical—are increasing at
such an alarming pace that the real questions are (1) “just
how much will the education of novice teachers and the con-
tinuing education of practicing teachers change” (2) “who
will be the future agents of change for teacher education,”
and (3) “who will be the teacher educators of the future?”

With apologies to David Imig, President and CEO of
AACTE and perhaps this country’s best analyst of trends in
teacher education, I would like to frame my discussion
around three of the areas that he highlights in his most re-
cent environmental scan—Accountability, Alternatives, and
Demand.

Until recently, accountability has been associated with
high stakes testing of students and teachers in our public
schools.   We teacher educators have looked from a distance
at the “wailing and gnashing of teeth” from our public school
brethren and, although, we were sympathetic as their school
report cards were published and their schools were ranked
from top to bottom in state after state, it didn’t really touch
our lives.  That is until our own states began requiring basic
skills and content tests of our teacher candidates, and then
we had our own stories and fears—like the debacle with
teacher tests in Massachusetts.

Then came Title II.  We found ourselves defending our
rankings in quartiles that were absolutely meaningless—es-
pecially when a university with a 97% or 98% aggregated
pass rate was still in the third quartile.  In Illinois, we re-
cently had our own little “controversy” with state teacher
tests when the Chicago Sun-Times published a series of ar-
ticles on the performance of Illinois’ teachers on the basic
skills and content tests and how 5,000+ teachers who are
teaching in Illinois’ schools had, at one time, failed one of
their tests.  It all but ignored the fact that nearly all of those
teachers had passed the test at a later date, that the universi-
ties don’t control when the students can take the test, that
some students in some content areas take the tests before
they have completed all of the content coursework because

the test is difficult and they want to get a “feel for it,” or
results on teacher tests have little to do with a teacher’s ef-
fectiveness in the classroom.  Interesting articles but so
poorly researched and analyzed that we would not allow one
of our doctoral students to present their findings in a similar
manner in a dissertation defense.  I still wait for the articles
to follow that describe the high failure rate of those taking
the CPA and Bar exams for the first time. Amazing how
nobody questions the competence of a CPA or an attorney
who might have failed their exam during their first sitting
but are now practicing their profession after having passed
it at a later date.  All that one cares about is that they did
eventually pass it.

Another illustration of the direction of this trend can be
found in a recent conversation I had with a newspaper re-
porter where I had to explain why we should be positive
with such a high pass rate on our tests.  Her rationale or
question was, “If we expected our students to do well, why
should we be so positive about the fact that they did do well?”
I should have asked her that if the University of Illinois is
the preseason pick to finish #1 in basketball and they do, in
fact, finish #1, then we should not celebrate because they
merely meet their original expectations.  The frustrating and
dangerous aspect of this trend within accountability is that
we traditionally have not influenced the perception of our
profession in the press and, regardless of accuracy, that per-
ception is often accepted by the public, politicians and policy
makers.

I will not belabor this point further other than to recom-
mend that you read Gerald Bracey’s article in the October
2001 Kappan on high stakes testing.  Although he focuses
on the testing of K-12 students, I believe his remarks and
insight also can be applied to the growing issue of high stakes
testing in teacher education.

The second issue within the Accountability trend I want
to discuss is teacher quality.  Teacher Quality has ascended
to a prominent place on virtually everyone’s agenda. In fact,
the Bush agenda assumes that quality teachers are the keys
to educational reform and success. We are beginning to see
policy makers shifting attention to teacher’s ability to per-
form in the classroom to realizing student achievement gains
on various assessments.  Much of this shift is being influ-
enced by the Value Added research of Williams Sanders
(1996, 2001).

Value Added Research measures the progress rate of
each child.  Since 1991, Dr. Sanders has gathered longitudi-
nal growth data on over 10 million students. Sanders has
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posited, based on his data, that the way to increase educa-
tional achievement and student growth is to focus on the
growth rate of each individual child.   As a result, he has
found that measures of Teacher Effectiveness are the single
greatest factor on student academic achievement.  This vari-
able is so strong that all other factors seem trivial in com-
parison.  This is especially true in mathematics.

With over 10 million subjects in your pool, you are go-
ing to discover some pretty powerful trends that can inform
all of us about the state of our schools.  For example, Dr.
Sanders’ research has discovered that teachers in inner city
schools and poor, rural school districts tend to provide most
of their attention to low achievement students.  As a result,
early achieving students, especially African-American stu-
dents, are hurt the most in these schools.  Luckily, he has
discovered that this trend is not as powerful lately.  In sub-
urban schools, higher achievement students tend to receive
most of the attention; leaving the middle and lower achiev-
ing students behind.  Finally, Sanders data indicate that in
schools that adopt one approach for instruction for all stu-
dents—the one lesson plan for all student types, students
that deviate the most from the center progress the least.

Sanders’ research impacts what we do in teacher edu-
cation in several ways.  First, policy makers and legislators
are listening to what he is saying.  How they interpret what
he is saying and how they react to what he is saying will
play a large role in how legislators and policy makers influ-
ence what we do on our campuses.  Already, however we
are beginning to see the importance of how our teacher can-
didates’ influence student learning enter into the dialogue
regarding accreditation and program approval.  Second,
Sanders’ data has revealed that it takes a student at least
four years before one can no longer see the negative impact
of an ineffective teacher on that student’s growth.  The chal-
lenge of Sanders’ research to teacher education programs is
that we must increase the readiness of our teacher candi-
dates.  We must establish entrance standards that encourage
only those with potential for excellence to be admitted to
our programs and exit standards that allow only those who
have proven themselves in the university classroom and in
the public school classroom to become certified to enter the
teaching profession.

The issue of quality also revolves around the area of
School Leadership.  Richard Elmore’s book, “Building a
New Structure for School Leadership,” challenges the way
schools are presently designed and the ways they are led.  I
believe that the pressure for rethinking and redesigning how
we prepare school administrators and school leaders is go-
ing to increase.  It may be that the principal of the future
may be limited to managerial responsibilities only and that
the responsibility for school leadership—for the designing
of curriculum and related programs, instilling vitality in in-
struction, etc.—will be the responsibility of those especially
trained for that assignment.

The more I considered the trends of alternatives and
demand, I realized that in many respects they are related to
each other.  The issues of supply and demand and the issue
of teacher shortage (whether real or not) have helped fuel
the call for alternative routes to teacher and administrative
certification.  Nearly every teacher education program in
this country has some type of alternative route to teaching
program.   In some cases, the alternative program may ex-
tend for a year of coursework followed by an intensive in-
ternship in a classroom.  In other cases, the coursework may
take place over a summer followed by a year in a classroom
with a mentor.  Whatever, the format, there is very little re-
search on the effectiveness of alternative route programs.

What do we know about these programs?  Bernice Stone
and Susanna Mata (2000) found that beginning teachers from
California’s fast track program needed a great deal of support
and assistance during their first year of teaching.  Unfortu-
nately, this support is not uniform throughout the schools and
is often provided by overworked teachers at the school site,
rather than by mentor teachers who have been trained, com-
pensated and assigned by the district to beginning teachers.

Paccione, McWhorter and Richberg (2000) found that
teachers who completed Project Promise at Colorado State
University surpassed both the traditional and PDS approach
in nearly all measures of program effectiveness.  In addi-
tion, Project Promise completers remained in teaching at
significantly higher rates than did traditional program
completers.  On measures of satisfaction in the areas of teach-
ing strategies, diversity and technology, project promise pro-
gram completers rated their preparation significantly higher
than traditional program completers rated their preparation.

On the other hand, Shen (2000) conducted a major study
on the impact of alternative certification policy.  He con-
cluded that some arguments for alternative certification are
not supported by the national data.  He states that in com-
parison with traditional certification programs, alternative
certification does not reduce the teacher shortage in rural
schools, and is unable to recruit individuals with higher edu-
cation attainment into teaching.

On the other hand, alternative certification programs
recruit a higher percentage of minority teachers into the
teaching force than do traditional programs; a higher per-
centage of alternative certification teachers work in urban
schools where minority students are concentrated; a higher
percentage of alternative certification teachers teach math-
ematics and science in public schools; and a higher percent-
age of alternative certification teachers have experience in
business or military service.

As we all know, alternative teacher certification is not
limited to the domain of higher education.  Perhaps the most
well known program outside of higher education is Teach
for America (TFA), founded by Wendy Kopp.  Most recently,
the AACTE Briefs (2001) contained an article that reported
on the initial evaluation of this program.  The article de-
clares that the “first independent evaluation of Teach for
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America’s impact on student achievement finds that TFA
teachers perform at least as well as non-TFA teachers.  Spon-
sors of the study stated that it proved that it is not necessary
to spend an extended period of time in an Ed school in order
to be effective in a  K-12 classroom.

One might argue that the sponsor of the study, the Tho-
mas B. Fordham Foundation, supported by Chester Finn, is
hardly an independent group.  However, the data does pro-
vide us with an interesting comparison and contrast to what
occurs in traditional certification programs.

Other alternative programs also are being delivered by
school districts, mostly large urban districts, as a means of
producing enough teachers to staff their classrooms.  Little
is known about the effectiveness of these programs.  It is an
area that is ripe for study.

Recently, we have been reading in the Chronicle of
Higher Education and Education Week about teacher edu-
cation programs leading to certification beginning to be of-
fered at community colleges.  Traditionally, community
colleges have been two-year institutions that offer associate
degrees in a variety of areas.  Many of us in four-year insti-
tutions see this trend as an assault on an area that belongs to
us.  Our somewhat elitist attitude attacks the credibility and
effectiveness of any four-year program that can occur at a
two-year institution.  However, a recent exchange that Dr.
Keith Sanders, Director of the Illinois Board of Higher Edu-
cation, had with the Illinois public school deans helped put
some thing is perspective for me.

Keith referred to this move by community colleges into
an area traditionally reserved for four-year institutions as
“mission creep.”  He states that it is a natural development
for institutions to seek avenues for expanding their original
mission.  He pointed out that most four-year institutions
began as normal schools whose primary, if only mission was
to prepare teachers.  Gradually, we expanded this mission to
become colleges and then comprehensive universities.

Sanders strongly urged the Illinois Deans to begin work-
ing with the community colleges to develop partnerships for
the preparation of teachers.  This is important for a number
of reasons.  One, many of our institutions receive up to 60%
of our students in teacher education as transfers from local
community colleges.  Thus, it makes sense to develop ways
to make this transition even smoother or more natural for
our students.  Closer ties means it is more likely that courses
taken at community colleges will be similar in content—
and hopefully—in rigor to those being taught on the univer-
sity campus.

I did have a concern the other day however.  As a result
of an external audit, our teacher education program had to
an analysis of one of physical education courses included in
our general education sequence but also taken by elemen-
tary education majors to meet their certification requirements.
We bought the textbook and I skimmed through it for con-
tent.  Actually it was a very interesting and useful text that
included such topics as nutrition, exercise, weight manage-

ment, etc.  However, one of our student workers overheard
our discussion regarding the audit of this course and told us
she was taking the equivalent at a local community college.
The course she was taking at the community college had
been approved at the state level through our Illinois Articu-
lation Initiative as a transferable course equivalent to the
PE course we were examining.  What did she have to do for
this equivalent, transferable course?  She had to spend a
certain number of hours running on a treadmill...no
coursework…no assignments…no assessment.  An equiva-
lent course to our PE course that our SIUC students have to
take…same content…same rigor?  I believe that this gets to
the heart of the issue when faculty at four-year institutions
learn that teachers can be certified at a community college.
I don’t use this example to denigrate the quality of educa-
tion received at a community college.  I say this because all
of us involved in teacher education at four-year institutions
are well aware of how one example such as this can be taken
as representative of an entire program or profession and how
it can influence the public, legislators and policy makers. It
doesn’t help when we learn that a community college in
California is going on-line with a teacher certification pro-
gram next semester.  Virtual student teaching?? Working
closely together with our colleagues at community colleges
will increase the articulation and smooth transition that must
occur for our students to be well prepared for the classroom.

The second reason is purely political.  At least in our
state, there is a community college in every legislative dis-
trict.  There is not a four-year institution of higher education
in every legislative district.  Sanders warned that failure to
collaborate with community colleges in teacher education
would most likely result in four year institutions emerging
as the big loser in this arena.

The interesting dichotomy that arises with alternative
programs is that while legislators and policy makers are
upgrading the quality of “standard” or “traditional” students
entering teacher education programs by raising admission
standards; they are at the same time advocating temporary
licenses or alternative route programs with reduced stan-
dards.  It is imperative that additional research be conducted
on the effects of both traditional and alternative programs.
There are such a myriad of approaches to alternative certifi-
cation that we may find that some produce outstanding
teacher candidates while others produce teachers who are
not effective in the classroom.  William Sanders’ research
has made it all too clear as to the negative ramifications on
pupil progress of an ineffective teacher.  Our programs and
our schools cannot be in the business of committing educa-
tional child abuse simply so we can fill classrooms with a
warm body.

Earlier I had mentioned that I believed that the trend of
alternative programs or delivery systems was linked to the
trend of supply and demand.   A major rationale for advo-
cating these alternatives is to fill the supposed vast numbers
of unfilled classrooms across the country.  Why else would
we consider delivering a teacher education program over a
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summer or on-line ?  Most articles describing the involve-
ment of community colleges in the preparation of teachers
at the undergraduate level include the rationale of needing
to prepare additional teachers to meet the teacher shortage.

I don’t think you can argue that there is no teacher short-
age.  At issue is how pervasive is the teacher shortage, where
does it exist, what academic areas are impacted by it, and
what is its’ cause?  A recent article from the National Teacher
Recruitment Clearinghouse explains that the demand for
teachers varies widely from region to region and across cur-
riculum disciplines, but that there are several geographic
and subject areas that consistently report a high need for
qualified teachers (2001).  It goes on to say that the scarcity
of qualified teachers, especially in urban and rural public
schools, has led to a situation in which the nation’s most
challenging classrooms get the least qualified teachers.  They
stated that the areas of need are in bilingual education/En-
glish as a Second Language, special education, and math
and science.

Another study conducted by the Center for School
Change at the University of Minnesota reports looming
teacher shortages in the physical sciences, math, industrial
arts and home economics (1999).  It reported that many teach-
ers are interested in teaching social studies/history and En-
glish.  The report also describes an on-line jobsite being
used to recruit teachers to Minnesota schools.

In 1998, Emily Feistritzer published an article in The
Wall Street Journal entitled, The Truth Behind the Teacher
Shortage.”  She discusses the claim that we will nee mil-
lions of “new” teachers per decade.  When most people hear
the words, “new teachers, ” they assume it means those who
have never taught before and have just graduated from col-
lege.  In fact, that is not what it means.

An NCES study of the 139, 000 “new” public school
teachers hired during the 1992-93 school year revealed that
only 42% of the “new” teachers had just finished college
and had never taught before.  Twenty-four percent were do-
ing something other than going to college the year before
teaching but were teaching for the first time.  The remaining
34% of “new”teachers were actually former teachers com-
ing back into the profession.  Feistritzer also reported that a
study by the National Education Association on the 1995-
96 academic year indicated that only 2.1% of the 2.2 mil-
lion people working as teachers were teaching for the first
time.  Thus the nation is hiring—and is projected to need to
hire—approximately 45,000 newly trained teachers per year.
A far cry from the 200,000 the “crisis” proponents would
have us believe.

One might wonder how the teacher shortage has any-
thing to do with teacher education.  Any person involved in
the administration of a teacher education program is well
aware of the pressure being put on our programs by policy
makers, legislators, the media and the public to develop and

implement programs that will put larger numbers of teach-
ers in to the classrooms at a faster pace than the traditional
approach.  We are also well aware of the growing competi-
tion that we are beginning to face regarding our programs.

As educators, we must have a better understanding of
the so-called “teacher shortage.”  First, we must understand
that the teacher shortage does not exist everywhere or in
every subject area.  I guarantee that if Southern Illinois Uni-
versity Carbondale greatly increased our output of novice
teachers, we would have little, if any, impact on the teacher
shortages in the urban schools of Illinois.  I am not con-
vinced that we would have a major impact on our poor rural
districts either.  We cannot control where our students go to
teach and, like anybody else, they are going to be attracted
to better working conditions and higher pay.

Perhaps more importantly, we need to examine the ex-
isting conditions that have created shortages in certain de-
mographic areas and in specific subject areas.  If the
conditions that have created a teacher shortage—other than
a booming population—continue to exist, we will simply
perpetuate a shortage because “new” teachers will shortly
leave those schools for those with better working conditions.
Examining these conditions and then developing long-term
strategies to improve these conditions takes time and effort,—
and sometimes courage.  It is a challenge for all of us be-
cause if we succumb to the pressure to provide quantity, not
quality, then the work of William Sanders and the forebod-
ing impact of ineffective teachers will become too real for
too many of our children.

As Feistritzer (1998) states, “to claim that there is a
teacher shortage is wrong.  There isn’t one and there won’t
be a shortage anytime soon. One has to wonder about the
agenda of someone who’s willing to claim otherwise.”

These trends of accountability, alternatives and demand
are very real to us in teacher education.  They are going to
shape what we do and how we respond to state and national
initiatives for quite awhile.  But I believe that we must hold
our programs, our students and ourselves accountable for
the success of our graduates in promoting student learning
in K-12 schools.  Let others talk about quantity.  We must
always have quality at the top of our agenda.  Our Colleges
and Schools of Education must demonstrate to our various
constituencies that we are seriously engaged in program
transformation whose aim is an effective teacher in every
classroom assuring a quality education for all children at all
levels.
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For many new academics, getting published seems like
a difficult and mysterious process.  It is threatening and stress-
ful, too, because promotion and tenure are linked to pub-
lishing in respected journals.  The purpose of this paper is to
dispel some of the mystery and stress associated with pub-
lishing by addressing four common barriers to effective writ-
ing and publishing.  We often cite these barriers as excuses
for why we aren’t publishing.  Fortunately, each can be over-
come relatively easily.

Barrier 1:
“I Don’t Know Where to Submit My Manuscript.”

Too often, our writing is blocked because we don’t know
where to submit a manuscript.  After all, a manuscript needs
to be written to the audience of a particular journal, so it is
important to have the journal and its readership in mind when
you begin writing. The way around this barrier, then, is to
do your homework.

Your homework begins in the periodical section of the
library.  Do you realize how many journals there are that are
possible outlets for your writing?  Spend an afternoon ex-
amining the journals.  Gather information about each
journal’s purpose, audience, publication cycle, and themes.
Copy the guidelines for manuscripts, editor’s contact infor-
mation, and an article representative of the journal’s style.
Then set up a file to have this information about target jour-
nals readily available to you. Update the information in the
file at least annually and add to it as you become aware of
additional journals which are potential outlets for your work.

As you identify target journals, think divergently.  How
can you slant your manuscript to address different audiences?
A study of second graders’ use of math manipulatives is
obviously appropriate for a mathematics education journal,
but with a different focus certain aspects of the study might
also be interesting to the readership of journals in early child-
hood education, teacher education, and cognitive psychol-
ogy.  If the research was conducted in an urban setting,
consider targeting urban education or multicultural journals.
Finally, consider reporting the study in both research jour-
nals with academic audiences and applied journals aimed at
practitioners.  If you think divergently and write with spe-
cific audiences in mind, you can potentially publish various
aspects of one study in three or four different journals.

Writing for Publication:

Overcoming the Barriers that Block Us
Deborah Bainer Jenkins

State University of West Georgia

And don’t be afraid to aim high.  Lacking confidence,
inexperienced writers often target only less competitive jour-
nals with high acceptance rates. These are good outlets for
many manuscripts, but if you have a strong study of national
interest, submit it to a more competitive national journal.
Even if the manuscript isn’t accepted, you will gain valu-
able feedback that will make the revised manuscript stron-
ger.  As a rule of thumb, if you have a credible study to
report, submit it to a leading, national journal first.  If it is
not accepted, try a less rigorous national journal, then a re-
gional or state journal.

Barrier 2:
“I Don’t Have Time to Write.”

Without a doubt, this is the excuse we use most often to
explain our lack of publications.  Remember, though, that
everybody has the same amount of time.  The difference be-
tween prolific writers and those who are less published is how
they use that time;  how much of it they carve out for writing.
The way around the time barrier is to know yourself.

You may already be aware of your optimum work times.
Do you work better in the morning, afternoon, or late at night?
What environment enables you to be most productive?  Some
people need lots of light, loud music, and a cluttered desk.
Others need soft light, a comfortable chair, and no distrac-
tions, including music.  Identify when you write best, and
focus on using those times and creating conditions condu-
cive to writing.

Many people block out one day a week as their “writing
day.” While this sounds good, in reality it doesn’t work well
for most of us.  Inevitably, meetings or other distractions
gradually erode that block of time.  Further, it is difficult to
stay focused on one project for eight hours.  Experts agree
that maximizing a small chunk of writing time each day is
more productive, especially if it is the same time every day.
For example, you might write for one hour first thing every
morning   This routine provides more focused writing time
and enables you to easily maintain your line of thought from
one morning to the next.

No matter when you decide to write, protect your writ-
ing time.  Stay at home, if possible, to avoid distractions
inherent to academic offices.  Schedule no meetings during
that time;  simply say that you are not available.  Post a sign
on your door:  “I’m writing.   Please do not disturb.”  Your
colleagues should respect your writing time, and you may
inspire them to find more time for writing themselves.

Session F.0800.SS—Workshop presented at the annual meeting
of the Mid-Western Educational Research Association, Chicago,
IL  Oct. 24-27, 2001.
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Barrier 3:
“I’m Writing but Not Getting Anything Done.”

Some people spend a lot of time writing but have few
publications to show for it.  They may be working on mul-
tiple writing projects so lack the focus needed to complete
any one of them.  They may be perfectionists who continu-
ally rework manuscripts trying to make every word and
thought just perfect.  They may be buried in data and litera-
ture reviews, and confused about the next steps. All of these
barriers can be overcome by getting organized.

Make no mistake, there are no shortcuts to good writ-
ing.  Successful writing involves gaining information from a
variety of sources, organizing it logically, and presenting it
precisely.  These processes can be done manually or with
the aid of a computer.  Circumventing any of these processes
results in a disorganized, weak manuscript.

Copy machines have ruined many inexperienced writ-
ers.  They copy dozens or articles then read and highlight
important points.  When the time comes to organize the ideas
into a manuscript, they spread the articles out around them
and try to retrieve bits of information that are related.  The
result is rambling, disorganized manuscripts and writers who
are frustrated because they took shortcuts.

What is a better way to retrieve information and orga-
nize it?  Try using 4X6-inch notecards.  Start with bibliog-
raphy cards. As you read articles, list the complete
bibliographic reference for each source on the bibliography
cards.  Number each entry sequentially for later reference.
Now you are ready to begin gathering information.  First,
draw a one-inch square in the upper left corner of each
notecard.  Next, begin reading and taking notes directly onto
the notecards rather than highlighting the articles.  If you
are writing a manuscript on teacher reflection, for example,
you might find a definition of reflection.  Copy the defini-
tion onto the notecard, and in the left corner square, write
“definition of reflection.”  This note tells you what concept
or information the notecard contains without having to read
the card.  After the definition, write the number of that source
from the bibliography cards and the page number where you
obtained the information.  This way, you will be able to lo-
cate the original text for any notes you have on notecards.
Report only one definition or bit of information on each
notecard.

By the end of your literature search, you might have
five notecards with definitions on them, ten with notes about
the importance of reflecting, two with examples of teachers
engaged in reflective practice, and three with benefits of
reflecting on teaching.  Putting the articles aside, look through
the notecards to see the sort of information you have and
additional information that you might need.  Using the notes
in the corner of the cards, arrange the cards into a logical
outline based on the information they contain.  By sorting

the cards into an outline, you can then write a well-orga-
nized paper directly from the notecards.

Designate a space where you are comfortable writing.
Have ample supplies, including pencils, highlighters,
notecards, staples, paper clips, folders, and scratch paper,
readily available.  That way you will not be distracted by
searching for needed materials.  Keep your work-in-progress
in an easily accessible place on top of your desk or in a
drawer so that you can pick it up and continue working on it
without wasting time.

Barrier 4:
“I’m Waiting to Hear Back From the Journal.”

Once you have a manuscript out under review, it is not
time to sit back and relax!  It may take six to twelve months
for the journal to respond to your manuscript.  Waiting to
hear creates a barrier to continued writing productivity.  The
way around the response barrier is to pace yourself.

A productive professor once shared her secret:  always
have one manuscript in press, one under review, and one in
process.  That is, while you’re waiting to hear back from a
journal, begin working on another manuscript.  Once this
cycle is established, it provides a comfortable and produc-
tive writing pace.

It is important, too, to handle rejection productively.
First, don’t take it personally.  A rejected manuscript doesn’t
reflect on who you are.  The write-up may have been flawed,
and you can fix that.  The topic may not have been of inter-
est to the journal, and you can send it somewhere else.  The
manuscript may have been reviewed by biased or tough re-
viewers.  Remember, reviewers are people just like you.  They
aren’t perfect.  They have opinions, bad days, and busy
schedules that may affect how they evaluate your manuscript.
Learn from reviewers.  Consider their advice against what
you intend the manuscript to communicate.  Rework the re-
jected manuscript immediately and send it to another jour-
nal within two weeks.  This helps you handle rejection
realistically and productively and keeps your writing cycle
flowing.

It is also important to know when to give up.  Review-
ers usually differentiate between a weak write-up and a weak
study.  If the write-up is weak, it can be fixed.  If the study is
weak or flawed, it can’t be fixed and may not be publish-
able.  If you know that your study is flawed, don’t try to hide
it.  In the manuscript, address the study’s weaknesses as limi-
tations and focus on what can be learned from the study in
spite of those limitations.  If the study is seriously flawed, as
sad as it is to say, you may need to abandon the data.  Don’t
waste months trying to rework the write-up or to find an-
other outlet.  Recognize what you learned about research
from the faulty study and undertake a stronger, more pub-
lishable study.
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